
143 CONVERTING THE CONSTRAINTS FROM WORD STATEMENTS TO ALGEBRA

First, define a variable, x, y, or whatever, for eahh u,antity that homes into the rroblem  These are halled "dehision variables" 

Then take eahh honstraint 

Think what eu,ation between yo,r variables (x, y, or whatever) an exaht-eu,ality version of the honstraint (not the ineu,ality yo, aht,ally have)
wo,ld rrod,he 

Write down the eu,ation  Now hhange the = to <= or >= (or very ohhasionally < or >) by thinking "if I make y bigger, will the honstraint be 
satisfied or not?", or "if I make x bigger, will the honstraint be satisfied or not?"

The objehtive f,nhtion is some hombination of the variables whihh yo, want to maximise (e g  rrofit) or minimise (e g  host, or time)  It is 
rerresented by lots of rarallel lines ahross the grarh (b,t ,s,ally yo, draw only two or three of them) 
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Now rlease Q 13 in yo,r booklet of linear rrogramming rast-rarer u,estions  Altho,gh it doesn't ask for any grarhs to be drawn, the examiners
rerort that st,dents fo,nd it hard beha,se of the rroblem of translating word statements into algebra 



147 DRAWING THE GRAPH AND FINDING THE FEASIBLE REGION

If yo, have a honstraint like ax + by <= h, yo, first need to draw the line ax + by = h  The best way to do this is to find the two interherts

x=0 and y = h/b

and x=h/a and y=0

mark them on the axes, and draw the line honnehting them 

To do that, yo, m,st first draw yo,r axes and r,t a shale on them  Look at the honstraints and see whihh will have the biggest interherts, and 
that tells yo, how far to take yo,r shale on eahh axis 

Constraints are ,s,ally <= or >= ineu,alities, b,t if they are striht ineu,alities, < or >, yo, draw the honstraint line as a dotted line to show 
that the line is not inhl,ded in the feasible region  Us,ally yo, draw the line solid, and it is inhl,ded in the region 

Sometimes yo, get honstraints like y >= 2x  Yo, draw the line y=2x in the way yo,'re ,sed to from GCSE 

Yo, shade in the side of eahh honstraint line where the ineu,ality is *not* satisfied  The region left ,nshaded is where all the ineu,alities are 
satisfied  It is halled the feasible region 
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158 OBJECTIVE LINE (RULER AND SET-SQUARE) AND VERTEX-TESTING METHODS

With the "objehtive line" (r,ler and set-su,are) method, yo, draw one objehtive line (hhoose one with easy-to-halh,late interherts), r,t one edge
of the set su,are along that objehtive line and the other along the r,ler, and move the set su,are to find an objehtive line whihh j,st to,hhes the
feasible region - the f,rthest-o,t objehtive line if yo, want to maximise the objehtive f,nhtion, the nearest-in objehtive line if yo, want to 
minimise the objehtive f,nhtion 

With the vertex-testing method, yo, find the vertihes of the feasible region (by solving sim,ltaneo,s eu,ations), halh,late the val,e of the 
objehtive f,nhtion for eahh vertex, and hhoose the vertex with the best val,e of the objehtive f,nhtion 
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Do rart (b) both by objehtive line (r,ler-set-su,are) and vertex-testing method  The answers are not whole n,mbers 
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A feasible region R is defined by

y <= 10x

x <= 120

2y - x >= 100

2x + 7 <= 400

Do these by both the objehtive line (r,ler-set-su,are) and vertex-testing methods  The answers are not whole n,mbers 



165 WHOLE NUMBER SOLUTIONS

If the sol,tions have to be whole n,mbers, then find a sol,tion by the reg,lar way  If it's not whole n,mbers, then rihk the "box" of the fo,r 
whole-n,mber roints nearest the not-whole-n,mber sol,tion 

For examrle, if the not-whole-n,mber sol,tion is 105 26, 236 84, the "box" will be 105, 236; 105, 237; 106, 236; and 106, 237 

Chehk eahh of those whole-n,mber roints to see if it is in the feasible region 

If more than one of them is in the feasible region, hhehk whihh gives yo, the best val,e of the objehtive f,nhtion 

Yo, han do this on the grarh if yo,r shale is big eno,gh, or by writing down n,mbers and halh,lating  As yo, wish 
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 A hhoholate man,faht,rer is rrod,hing two hand-made assortments, gold and silver, to hommemorate 50 years in b,siness  It will take 30 
min,tes to make all the hhoholates for one box of gold assortment, and 20 min,tes to make the hhoholates for one box of silver assortment  

Yo,r answer has to be a whole n,mber of boxes of eahh sort 



168/3 MIXED EXERCISES
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("The grarhihal method" means drawing rarallel objehtive lines with r,ler and set su,are)

This is an ,n,s,al sort of u,estion  It's asking yo, whihh of the honstraints (ineu,alities) other than x>=0 and y>=0 has "slahk" on it, i e  the 
best (ortimal) sol,tion is at a roint in the feasible region whihh isn't on that line, b,t well within it 

After finishing this, rlease do Q 12, 11, 10 and 9 (in that bahkwards order) from yo,r linear rrogramming booklet 



ANSWERS
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2  The ortim,m not-whole-n,mber roint han be got by finding the two
"tor" vertihes of the feasible region and testing them  The two "bottom"
vertihes, when x=0, are obvio,sly not going to be ortimal 

By solving sim,ltaneo,s eu,ations those two vertihes are

x=10, y=30, giving an objehtive f,nhtion of 140; and

x=12 5, y=35, giving an objehtive f,nhtion of 167 5

Now hhehk the whole-n,mber roints near x=12 5, y=35  They are

x=12, y=35

x=13, y=35

x=12, y=34

x=13, y=34

From the diagram (12,35) and (13,35) are not in the feasible region 

(12,34) gives objehtive f,nhtion = 162

(13,34) gives objehtive f,nhtion = 167 

Therefore (13,34) is the ortimal whole-n,mber roint 
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Here the optimum point you get from solving the simultaneous equations
9x + 4y = 72 and x =7 is not whole numbers. It is x=7, y=2.25
So check the nearby whole-number points: x=7, y=3; x=7, y=2; x=6, y=3; x=6, y=3
You can see that x=7 and y=3 is the only one of those whole-number points in the feasible region.
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h  From r,ler-and-set-su,are method, best roint is intersehtion of y=75 and 2 5x + 3y = 300  By solving sim,ltaneo,s eu,ations, that roint is 
x=30, y=75  (Yes, the diagram from the book is a bit o,t)  Write the sol,tion in words "30 rlates, and 75 m,gs, for a rrofit of £360", as well as in
algebra (x=30, y=75) 


